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PLAYING VIDEO GAMES IS
FUN, BUT NOT ALL PLAYERS
ARE ABLE TO ENJOY THESES
GAMES EQUALLY.

Video games are like virtual cities. Similar to
towns in the real world, virtual cities contain
facilities and communities represented by game
elements and players. There is a question for us:
Can a game be a better city?
To answer the question, we need to understand
what a good city looks like. Generally, a good
city needs sound facilities and harmonious communities. Similar to a real city, we need to build
more advanced game elements and peaceful game
communities to make the game to be a better city.
Games like Paragon have failed because they
lacked game communities, even though it was one
of the best graphic free-to-play multiplayer
online battle arena (MOBA) games, which means the
game communities are one of the significant
element for games.

Abstract

Figure 1

Usually, as a game company, a business needs to
keep the game alive and profitable. It leads the
company to keep almost everyone in the community. However, as gamers, there is a social need
that makes life better for everyone who plays.
A toxic culture has thrived since online games
first opened to the public. The digital world
especially allows people to be toxic to other
players because people can hide from the
internet. A mass of cruel performances negatively affects other players’ game experiences
which result in the destruction of game communities. To improve the game communication, it
is in urgent to solve the toxic problems in
games.

Currently, some people are trying to solve the
toxic problems in the game, but game designers
have failed to address toxic issues due to
limitations presented by the game companies. For
instance, game companies designed reporting
systems for players to report the other players’
toxic performances in the game. Few players are
punished by it because the company needs to earn
profit out of those players. In this situation, we
need a better method to solve the problem.
To better understand the difficulty of a toxic
culture and solve the problem, I am designing
gaming communication tools to encourage people to
understand the impact we have on others and
promote a more humane and considerate community
for those in the gaming sphere. I am creating the
in-game credits score system to diversify the
different groups in games.

Introduction

THE GROWTH OF VIDEO GAME

I began playing League of Legends at 2013, where
I noticed these trends in the chat, in my engagement with the game, and the importance of keeping
toxicity at bay. In one significant game memory, I
found the lack of prohibition of toxicity
decreased my own engagement, and I realized as a
designer that this difficult space might be the
one I can make a designed intervention within.
“Over the past ten years, the study of videogames
has become an area of considerable academic
growth. This is partly due to the fact that the
gaming industry now forms one of the major
creative industries[sic] sectors in the USA,
Europe, and Japan and that gaming as an activity
occurs no longer amongst relatively isolated
groups of society, but indeed, across generations
and social groups.” - The Language of Gaming by
Astrid Ensslin.1

Data from the ESA2 shows that 67 percent of American households play computer or video games and
own a console and/or PC used to run entertainment
software. Video games have become a big part of
people’s lives. With the development of the
internet and mobile technology, the amount of
gamers has significantly increased in the past ten
years. According to the ESA, “More than 150
million Americans play video games, and 64
percent of American households are home to at
least one person who plays video games regularly
or at least three hours per week.” Beyond US,
from the GeekWire, we find: “There are 1.2 billion
people are now playing game worldwide, with 700
million of those online.”

Figure 2

Figure 3

As a result, the general video games community of
all people playing games has become more sophisticated and grown, in a way which affects those
peoples’ lives in the real world. As Astrid
Ensslin, a German digital humanities scholar,
points out, “As video games become more with
multiplayer[sic] and [have] online capability,
gamers find themselves growing social networks.”
Video games connect people who don’t know each
other to make new friends. In “3 Couples Talk
About How World of Warcraft Brought Them
Together”3, Eliza Thompson interviewed with
Amanda and Jeremy, both 31, and married four
years, who met while raiding a small town in the
World of Warcraft (WOW)4. They started chatting
with each other by typing and building a relationship in the game. After getting familiar with
each other, they realized they were each other’s
soul mates; eventually, they met in real life.
Much like Amanda and Jeremy, players group up as
different teams, clubs, and families in games.
Those online relationships influence their real
lives. Games became not just entertainment, but
also a virtual world to live in.

THE GROWTH OF VIDEO GAMES

“Do not stand at my grave and weep,
I am not there, I do not sleep.
I am in a thousand winds that blow,
across Northrend’s bright and shining snow.
I am the gentle showers of rain,
on Westfall’s fields of golden grain.
I am in the morning hush,
of Stranglethorn’s jungle, green and lush.
I am in the drums loud and grand,
the thunderous hooves across Nagrand.
I am the stars warmly gleaming,
over Darnassus softly dreaming.
I am in the birds that sing,
I am in each lovely thing.
Do not stand at my grave and cry,
I am not there. I do not die.”

Overall
Proposition

Like in real-world society, there are different
groups of people in games. Players have various
ways of playing games. Some people treat the game
responsibly like they are talking with the real
people. Those people usually make a positive
influence on the game. One example is Dak Krause,
who died of leukemia on August 22, 2007. Dak was
an old-fashioned, optimistic, and friendly casual
player in WOW. He helped many people and enjoyed
a good reputation on the server. Therefore, after
his passing, the players of the Boulderfist Heros
Guild5, a event hold in WOW for heroes, spontaneously held a grand funeral and farewell
ceremony for him. Although this is just a small
story on the server, it has caused Blizzard
Entertainment6 to attach great importance to Dak.
The company made an NPC (Non-Player Character)7
called “Cay LeeDak”, based on the characters that
Dak created in the game during his lifetime, to
memorialize him. Before his death, Dak Krause
wrote a poem for his character in the game.
Players talk with Cay LeeDak to initiate a
mission with this poem, and they also learn about
the story behind the mission.
However, not everyone is like Cay LeeDak, trying
to be friendly in games. A large number of
people in such games act toxic to others.
Players take seriously the toxic words of
others, such as when someone says, “You are a

noob!” The other player might easily respond,
“No! You are a F*** noob!”. Then, the first one
will say, “Retarded, go f*** yourself!” And the
other person will respond to it in an even more
impolite way.
The game community contains those two types of
people and mixes them with other gamers. It is a
chaotic society in games, and bad people hurt
good players, and locals despise strangers, and
friendly people help others. There is no law for
communication in this virtual city. The freedom
of talking seems to be used negatively in this
situation.
And here we turn to the theory of mind, which I
will describe in more depth later, through which
people maintain a mental state that allows for
people to care for others’ feelings and beliefs.
It is difficult for players to find the most
suitable teammates in this situation described
above, and there is no way for toxic players to
think about the theory of mind in the game.
To change the current situation, creating a tool
for gamers to remind them of their theory of
mind and connect the good gamers together is in
urgent. By establishing this system, gamers can
play with the people they want, and the toxic
players might think about the responsible way to
play games.

Dialogue and communication between people have
been widely used in video games, and language is
a system that humans have developed for a long
time to transfer their ideas and information.
“Language has been defined in many different ways.
Depending on whether linguists take a more formal
or more functional view, language is to them
either(primarily) a system of (phonological and
graphological) signs, or indeed a way of communicating meanings and pragmatic intentions.” -- The
Language of Colour: An introduction by Theo van
Leeuwen
People always change the formats of language
depending on different situations. Same in games,
people are trying to use the most efficient way to
pass the information through the involving communication methods.
The ways people use languages in games have
evolved with the development of the game
industry. People couldn’t communicate with others
until the Internet Relay Chat (IRC), an application layer protocol that facilitates
communication in the form of text, was created.
IRC was created by Jarkko Oikarinen in August
1988, and it allows real-time discussions. In the
late 1990s, the IRC program allowed people to
create different channels, to host their
one-to-one and one-to-many conversations. It
still widely used in MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games), such as Ultima
Online8, Final Fantasy XIV9, and World of
Warcraft.
In the early stage of IRC, it was limited; there
were the only amount of people could join in the
conversation. Also, people were only able to send
a few words through it. The current IRC technique
has evolved to invite almost unlimited people to
join the conversation, and it also allows people
to post pictures, voice messages and even videos

on their channel.
One of the most successful applications for
gamers is Discord10, which offers easy access to
their game communities. In the application, users
are able to create different channels depending
on the types of games. The live chatting feature
allows players to talk directly to their teammates. It offers players one of the most efficient
communication methods when they are playing
games.
Currently, with the development of chatting
methods players are able to talk in games. The
most gamers have specific terms that dedicated
players bases use. From The Language of Gaming,
we can learn some specific widely-used game terms:

CoD

Call of Duty11

FPS
LOL
Noob
AFK
GL HF
GG
WP

First Person Shooter12
Laughing Out Loud
Unskillful Player
Away From Keyboard
Good Luck & Have Fun
Congratulate the Opponent
Well Played

Those words continue to be widely used in games,
because in the high density multiplayer game
situation, people have limited time to communicate with others by typing; those special game
terms help players improve their communication
efficiency. On the other hand, when some people
use the words, they want to show their speciality
of understanding the hidden words.

Figure 4

Communication Methods In Games
With the development of gaming languages, communication methods have become
more variable and convenient. But not everyone favourably uses the tools.
At the beginning of the IRC, inventors did not think that people might use
it to abuse others. After people introduce IRC to video games, the toxic
environment have been created by it. To solve the problem, most of the
current games bock the information sending my prayers when the system
detected hate speeches. However, the system only detects limited terms,
such as it will block the word “Fuck,” but it won’t block “ F-U-C-K.” It
can not prevent the voice messages either. Limited by the technology, toxic
behaviours still exist in the current gaming world.

IRC Trojan

Figure 5 & 6

Players are still using and involving the game
terms along with the development of video games.
With the development of communication methods in
gaming, they have become more variable and convenient. But not everyone favourably uses the
tools. At the beginning of the IRC, its inventors
did not think that people might use it to abuse
others. After people introduce IRC to video
games, it connects the isolated players; meanwhile, it offers the toxic players access to ruin
others’ game experiences.

To solve the problem, most of the current games
block the information when the system detects
hate speech. However, the system only detects
limited terms. It will block the word “Fuck,”
but it won’t block “F-U-C-K.” It cannot prevent
voice messages either. Limited by technology,
toxic behaviors still exist in the current gaming
world, and it enormously decreases the fun of
playing games.

Experiment
No.1

PEOPLE IN A LOCAL
MULTIPLAYER SITUATION

To solve the toxic problem, it is important to
know the reasons why it happens. By knowing the
root of toxic culture, it offers me the possibilities to solve the problem.
Theory of mind is a mental state in which people
are willing to understand that others have their
own beliefs and feelings in their mind. It is
crucial for us when we are communicating with
others. Because of the incomplete developments of
babies’ knowledge, infants lack the theory of
mind. In the digital world, players lose their
theory of mind because they always hide in the
internet, and they believe no one knows them,
which allows them to care less about others’
feelings, which leads to their toxic behavior.
Compared with online games, most of the local
multiplayer games13 allow players to keep their

theory of mind since they see each other. They
are subconsciously reminded of their existence by
communicating with each other, through talking,
gestures, expressions, and physical presence. By
knowing the existence and the reality of other
players, they are reminded that they needs to
respect others’ beliefs and feelings. It is a big
part of the reason why people act differently in
the online game world and the real world.
There are several ways to communicate with others
in local multiplayers situations. The basic
methods are talking, touching, and laughing. As a
designer, I experiment with different elements to
explore people’s reactions in this situation with
multiple rounds. By observing the experiment, it
might offer me the opportunity to bring the local
multiplayers situation into the online games. I
believe this little change could affect the player’s behaviours when they are abusing others.

In some video games, the game must inform players
of the passage of time, and usually, the game is
either real-time based or round-based, such as
the Overcooked 2 (OT) which is a round-based
offline multiplayers game that asks players to
cooperate together to cook food in the game. The
experiences are designed to help gamers achieve
better scores and enhance the fun of communication. Based on those ideas, I am designing five
different rounds by changing each element (Basic
Skills, Commander, Electronic Sports, Physical
Objects, The Second Language) in the game to
observe players’ reactions and feedback。

restaurants. According to Revolvy, “players must
chop and cook ingredients, combine them on
plates, and serve dishes via a conveyor belt.
Between coordinating short orders and bumping
into each other’s characters, the game tends to

How do people react to the communication elements
changing when they are playing local multiplayer
games? How do people solve the most incommunicable problems? What other communication methods
are there, besides the verbal, that people might
use? In my experiments, I tried to figure out
those questions by setting up five different
rounds of playing an offline console video game
called OT to observe the personal behaviors of
the people who participate in this experiment.

I invited three people to process those experiments. They were: Yixuan Hu, Yuzhe Ma, Jiecheng
Song, all designers studying at Rhode Island
School of Design, who love to play video games.
They represented the average gamers as my target
user group. Yuzhe Ma, a male player, was the most
experienced video game player in the group of
three people. He used to play OT at a higher

I chose this game for a specific reason: letting
people play OT offers me, as a designer, many
options to explore design opportunities for
better communication methods in gaming. In the
cooking simulator game OT, teams of up to four
players cooperatively prepare and cook orders in

Introduction

overwhelm.”14
This type of game requires people to cooperate
with others and communicate effectively to accomplish missions. Because the game is designed to
overwhelm the player, clear communication is
essential, and inefficient communication would
destroy the whole gaming experience.

level than the average player15, but not at a
professional level. Jiecheng Song was a male
player who played video games less than the other
two. Yixuan Hu was a female player who played
games a lot but never played OT. This diversity
of players brought me the opportunity to observe
experiments through the different lenses of very
different player types.

Figure 7

ROUND ONE : BASIC SKILLS

The first round was observing the basic communication skills and natural behaviors of players in
the local multiplayer gaming situation. Those
players were free to use any kinds of communication methods that they use to play this type of
game. What I found from this round is the most
experienced player (Yuzhe Ma) explained that he
had to point out on the screen to teach his teammates what they needed to do. The other two who
were new to this game excused themselves by
saying although they could fully understand their
teammates’ words, they still were bad at
controlling their characters.

Even though they were frequently blaming their
teammates’ skills, the whole communication environment was still favorable. People watched their
language when they were talking to others. The
behaviors showed their respect for their friends.
Less harmful hate speech happened in this environment. It pushed me to consider and form a
hypothesis: if I can bring elements from the
local multiplayers gaming to the online games,
would people change their behaviors?

ROUND 2: COMMANDER

I noticed there was unnecessary communication in
the first round, so I added the role of commander
to give them direct orders in the second round.
This was inspired by military orders, in which
soldiers only listen to their commanders’ direct
orders to increase the efficiency of communication. The most experienced player took the role
because he had a clear understanding of the game.
During the game, the two players cooperated by
listening to the commander’s words, but they were
not allowed to talk with their teammates.

The commander gave explicit orders to his teammates. This helped them get better grades.
Players mentioned that the commander helped them
to focus on the skills instead of other unnecessary communication. However, the problem of this
system was that they felt separated since they
could not talk to their teammates. The direct
orders enhanced communication efficiency but lost
out on the other fun parts in the game. So, I
began to suspect that designing an advising
system might help gamers improve their skills. At
the same time, it is significant to keep the fun
parts of in-game communication.

ROUND 3: COACH

Different from the military system, most sports
systems are more self-organizing in the matches.
Even though athletes need to listen to the
coach’s suggestions, their movements are much
more based on the actual situation.
In the third round, I asked all the players to
talk in the game. This round was trying to figure
out the change in the first two players’ reactions
when the third party joined in their conversation. Different from the last round, the coach

became an advisor since his words lost authority.
Even though the coach did not say too many words,
players got the best scores in this round. The
players told me that they were only acting on
useful information from the coach. However, it
took players a little time to think about what
was useful information. Most of the time, players
ignored the coach’s words. This round reminded me
that the coach does not need to say too many
words, but still can make positive influence.

ROUND 4: PHYSICAL OBJECTS

Continuing with the coaching idea, I required the
coach to use real objects to interact with
players in the fourth round. This experiment
explored the effects of real objects which might
cause a resonance between the digital and real
world for players. I wanted to use real objects
to break the barriers of the digital world and
the real world. It might offer me opportunities
for designing real objects to interact with
people when they are playing online games.

For instance, the coach held a tomato in front of
the screen to tell players to cut a tomato in the
game. Since real objects distracted players’
attention, they got lower scores in this round.
They complained that they only could focus on one
object, either in the digital or physical world.
Players were too concentrated on their screens.

ROUND 5: THE SECOND LANGUAGE

After round four, I want to focus on another
issue in the current game community. International communication has become a huge topic in
video games. Due to lacking a common language,
people have a hard time communicating between
nations. To explore what other communication
tools player might use in this situation, I
required players to talk through their second
language. From my observation, due to the poor
language situation, people were trying to communicate through other methods, such as gestures
and noises.

Players had to think about how to talk through
another language which slowed their reaction time
in the game. They got the worst scores in this
round. The experiment inspired me to design some
gestures in the digital world to communicate with
others when they lack verbal communication, such
as seeing others’ faces and emotions on the
screen.

Observations
Insights and Analysis

In local multiplayer games, players always kept
their sense of the theory of mind when they were
playing with others. People never abused others
in the five rounds, even though some players
performed terribly in the game. They care about
what others are feeling and the impacts of their
words. When they are talking to each other, they
try to encourage their teammates, instead of
abusing them.
After these five experiments, I did the same
experiments with over thirty people with
different levels of experience with gaming. Only
a few people acted aggressively, and their teammates said that they could forgive their
behavior.
According to the five rounds of these experiments,
people interact with others by using gestures,
eye contact, and noises. Those conversations show

their existence to other players. Due to the
theory of mind in the local multiplayers situation, the entire communication environment is
favorable. I am thinking about how to bring the
local multiplayers game experience into the
online platform, especially, to design objects to
remind players of the reality of other teammates
existences, even if subconsciously.
However, as I learned from the fourth round, too
much physical interruption would destroy the game
experience. The physical object was shown on
players’ screens to distract their attention when
they are focusing on the digital world. Unlike
augmented reality16 and virtual17 reality experiences, any inappropriate methods to break
barriers of the digital world and the real world
confuse players’ minds and senses.

Experiment
No.2

APPROACHING

“Somewhere along the line we started misinterpreting the First Amendment and this idea of the
freedom of speech the amendment grants us. We are
free to speak as we choose without fear of prosecution or persecution, but we are not free to
speak as we choose without consequence.”-- Bad
Feminist by Roxane Gay18

In the digital world, there are all kinds of
communities. Internet anonymity is one of the
reasons that some people abuse others in games.
Those people do not realize they are talking to
people in the real world, and they don’t consider
how their words would impact others; indeed, some
of them do not even care about it. In Gaming’s
Toxic Men, Colin Campbell, a games journalist,
explains this phenomenon: “Gaming’s toxic men are
often hostile to progressive change and inclusion.”19 This harmful game environment is in need
of urgent improvement.
The previous experiments remind me to design
objects to bring the local multiplayers game
experiences into online games. I am reaching the
goal in two different ways, which are represented
by my two ideas: remind and bound.

Introduction

The Experiment
Part One (Remind)

From my observation, many people abuse others
since they lack a sense of theory of mind in
games. They do not realize their words will
affect others’ behavior, but moreover, some of
them are mean intentionally to be toxic to
others. Inspired by the local multiplayer games
experiments, the app Snapchat, and the example of
20

Clippy , I am designing an interface that shows
players’ teammates’ faces when they are communicating. The first prototype was made by different
emojis on sign plates. I cut eight one-inch diameter circle emojis–widely used to represent
emotions in digital world–and attached them on
small plates. They were marked: Annoyed, Sad,
Proud, Angry, Flirty, Bored, Terrified, and Happy.
Besides the emojis,21 I took pictures of those

emotions unfolding on the face of David Walden,
one of the second year industrial graduate
students in the Rhode Island School of Design,
and the most expressive person around me, to make
another series of real person emojis.
Next in this experiment, I invited five game
lovers who come from the RISD and Brown University game community. The experiment was aimed at
my observing people’s reactions when they were
playing online games. I was using those emojis to
interact with their words. I began the experiment
with Ziyang Qiu, one of the first year graduate
students in the Interior Architecture department
at Rhode Island School of Design; he started to
play video games since he was in primary school.

As he was playing Overwatch, a popular multiplayer online first person shooter game, and
talking to his teammates, I sat beside him with
emojis. I chose this game because it requires
players to communicate with their teammates, and
there is a toxic culture associated with this
particular game. I used the emoji plates to simulate, to him, his teammates’ feelings. When he
was encouraging his teammates, I held a smiling
face in the front of his screen, and when he was
abusing his teammates, I held a sad face,
instead.
The first few rounds, I held the emojis on the
backside of the monitor to try not to interrupt
him too much, because I was concerned about how
the plates might distract his attention when he
was playing the game. He complained that he could
not notice that there was an emoji plate on the
backside of the screen since he was so focused on
the game. As he suggested, I held the emojis
plates in front of the monitor to interact with
him after, and I noticed that he now hesitated
before abusing his teammates. I asked him why he
stopped abusing others, and he said, “Because the
real person’s face is so funny, and I am gradually calmed down. Also, the person’s face reminds
me that I might play with an interesting guy.”
This experiment inspired me to design the digital
version of the emojis with the real person’s
faces.
Then, I did the same experiment with different
people in another game, Overcooked 2 Online.22
This game is played by teams of up to four
players who cooperatively prepare and cook orders

in restaurants. It was the same game in experiment one, but here in the online situation. In
this experiment I focused on how people would act
differently compared with the offline situation,
and people’s reactions to the emojis plates.
People thought it was interesting to see someone’s face change on the screen because of their
words. They said they feel they were slightly
connected to those little emojis emotionally, and
they also said it would be even funnier to
interact with those emoji plates if it shows
their friends’ faces. “As long as the emojis do
not block our games, that is a great future of
the game, and I want to have it in my games!”
said by Yixuan Hu, a graduate student from architecture in Rhode Island School of Design, who
also did experiment one.
This experiment reminds me when people are
playing games, the emoji’s presence should not
interrupt the player’s experience too much. An
emoji here should just be a little gesture to
increase interactions with players.
From experiment one, I learned that most gamers
would like to have the little emojis which
interact with them. They complained about the
physical sign plates which affect their game
experiences because they were so focused on the
game. As long as it came in a digital version
which does not distract their attention, they
would like to have that in their games. It
increased the enjoyment of games and slightly
mitigated toxic speech.

The Experiment
Part Two (Bond)

In the game community, there are three different
types of gamers: professional gamers, advanced
gamers, and average gamers. Normal players are
people who play games just for fun and only have
limited time to play games. This type of gamers
has the most population in the game community.
They are unlike professional gamers, who are
always training and playing with their teammates,
or advance gamers such as streamers who stream
live video games to their audiences. They usually
have a large number of followers. Those players
always can find great teammates to play with them
anytime.
Different from the other two types of gamers, the
average players usually have a hard time to find
good teammates to play games. By interviewing
over thirty average gamers in different backgrounds, such as students, doctors, and bankers,
and so on. There are a few ways for them to meet
with friends. The first option is finding someone
who plays the same game in real life. The problem
is those people usually are not in the same game
level which might affect their win rates. The
second option is finding online friends, but there

is no such platform for them to find the exact
person they want.
There is an application called Bixin operated by
Yitantech LLC in China. This application is made
for introducing “ladder players,” –professionals
who earn money by playing games with others–to
the lonely players. Men can find attractive female
gamers with great gaming skills on the application, and rent their time to play games with
them. The ladder players are extremely nice and
useful to their customers because they can earn
money from them. However, not every gamer is
willing to pay the amount of money asked to hire
other gamers.
Another application for players to find friends is
Discord, which is a widely used game chatting
tool to connect gamers. Gamers are only able to
find small groups in Discord since it was designed
as a chatting system. The problems for discord is
it is a self-organizing application, it won’t
tell players their teammates’ strengths and weakness. So, it is not easy for players to build the
team that they want.

Based on those interviews and feedbacks, it
offers an opportunity to design a game social
network platform based on the normal gamers’
needs. This platform is not only a social network
for gamers, but also a tool to help gamers have
better game experiences. It collects data from
games based on connecting interfaces with games,
and it creates the players’ personalities profiles
based on the data. By using players’ profiles, it
matches up them in the most suitable teams.

This system is only designed for people who want to
win games and gather game friends to enjoy communication. The installed detective program will detect
the hate speeches and toxic behaviors to ban those
bad players. The program also can be used to identify good actions and enjoyable conversations. Those
players will gain honorable credits to their
account. By separating good players and toxic
players, the people who use this application will
enjoy playing games even more.

By keeping the “remind” and “bond” ideas in mind, I
am planning to design software to help people find
the most suitable partners and to encourage players
to communicate in a positive voice. This system is
filling the gap between friends and strangers in
games. This new relationship is designed to release
the toxic culture at the same as to encourage good
performance. My next step is the process to achieve
the goal, and the user tests.

Figure 8

Design Opportunity
Statement

Reorganizing the online space for gamers is, as I’ve
found, mostly about changing gamers’ behaviors for
the better, in a way that lasts into the future
while adapting to changes in the gaming industry. I
am not pretending to be the “game police” to control
others’ words, but I am encouraging people to be
more polite to others and at the same time to enjoy
their conversations.

I conducted a workshop using Overcooked Two (OT),
a cooking simulator multiplayer game. In the first
experiment, I experimented with different
elements to explore people’s reactions in the
offline gaming situation OT with multiple rounds
(Basic Communication, Commander, Talking to
Others, Real Objects, Second Language). The experiences were designed to help gamers achieve
better scores and enhance the fun of the communication. By observing their reactions, I found
that people watch their language in offline situations. Unlike their behaviors when they are
playing online competitive games, they are not
using abusive words. This discovery reminds me to
design objects to remind people that even when
they are in the online situation, they are still
playing with real people. I want to bring the
offline platform into online games to change
people’s behaviors in a way that might be more
relatable and enjoyable.
However, in the fourth round of experiments one,
players complained that real objects distract
their attention when they are playing the game.
They said that their eyes could only focus on
either the digital world or the real world. This
finding led me to be careful, to not design a
physical object to interrupt gamers when they are
playing games. It would decrease the quality of
their game experience and cause other negative
effects. For example, in the 4DX movies, one
often finds that simulating effects such as water,

wind, smell, and lighting presented all at the
same time in the 3D film, destroys the beauty of
the film. ‘Batman v. Superman’ in 4DX made
watching a lousy movie worse, according to
Devindra Hardawar, a senior editor at Engadget,
who says, “Since the seats are lifted off the
ground, you have actually to climb onto them.
That was a bit of a struggle for the young kids
in my audience. The seats are also surprisingly
uncomfortable.”23 Most gamers don’t like to be
interrupted when they are in the game world especially by real objects. I need to be extremely
careful when I design products that will overly
affect the actual experience of playing. Otherwise, users will hate my design, and no one would
use it.
I conducted another attempt with emoji plates to
interact with players in the second experiment.
The first part of experiment two is about
reminding people to understand the impact we have
on others and be friendly to others in the games
sphere. The tests I designed were using different
emojis and the pictures of real people to
interact with players when they are playing
online games. I was showing them the emoji plates
in the front of their screen, and they stopped
abusing their teammates when there were funny
faces displayed on their screen. It helps me to
decide to design real-time reflection emojis that
can interact with players to remind them of the
implied partnership with others.

The second part of the second experiment was
defining the gamers’ needs and how to bound them
in a favorable communication community. I interviewed over thirty players from different
backgrounds. Most of them complain that it is
getting harder to find friends to play games which
led me to ask if I can design a social network
software to help them find the good players. In
this way, the people who want to win the game can
meet with the most suitable teammates to play
games, and the people who like to be mean to
others also can find their way to match up with
the toxic community in this application.
So, how does it work? I am creating an online
social network platform for online multiplayer
games, combined with real-time interactions for
gamers. Players can create their characters in
the software — this application is associated
with players’ game accounts. In the game, it
detects players’ behaviours, and the system will
reward or punish the player by increasing or
decreasing their “game social credits scores”
which is like the credits scores we receive in
our real life.
To reduce toxic behaviours, the game’s social
credit scores work as an essential element that

determine what types of teammates that player
can match up with. For instance, the low credit
players are not able to match up with players
who have over seven hundreds credits. The poor
behaviors lead those toxic players to the low
scores situation, which means they need to take
responsibility for their toxic speech. And
those people are only able to match with people
similar to them. This system helps good players
to be separated from toxic players and also
offers those players a place to play games in
their fun way.
On the other side, their teammates’ emojis will
pop out depending on their words, to remind
them of Theory of Mind, a guiding concept for
my application and style of interaction design.
For instance, when a player is abusing others,
for example, saying something like “ You are
Retarded! F***!” - then the system detects
their hate speech and shows their teammates’
angry faces or sad faces to remind the player
that the words hurt their feelings.
Diversifying groups of players and reminding
them of the theory of mind are the two main
functions of the application.

FINAL CONCEPT

By doing workshops with professional gamers and
local multiplayer gamers, I found there were two
modes that professional players use to play teambased games: leadership and self-organizing. The
coach from Royal Never Give Up Gaming (RNG) told
me that there were no right or wrong choices
between those two modes; it is just two different
methods that are used by different professional
game clubs to enhance their communication efficiency. Also, by working with local multiplayer

gamers, I found people cared about others’ feelings most when they see each other.
Inspired by the two insights, I am designing a
system with Patrick Hu, who is coding the Pekka
program, that brings the two modes and the local
multiplayer feeling to online games to reduce the
toxic game culture, at the same time as improving
other players’ gaming experiences.

Pekka
Online Game Community
Pekka is an online game community based on online
multiplayer games. It is designed for people who
want to win games in favorable ways. By using the
social game credits system, it reorganizes groups
of gamers according to behavior. Further, the
reminding system in the software reminds a very
toxic player of the theory of mind to help change
their behaviors.

Step One:
Launch Pekka and create an account with your customized avatar on Pekka, and click the login button.

User Manual

Pekka matches up you with the most suitable players
based on your gaming behavior.

Step Two:
After you have logged into Pekka, please connect it
with your game accounts which you need Pekka to match
players for you.

Main Page

Step Three:
By clicking the SUMMARY and the CHAMPION buttons,
Pekka offers you your recent game data that helps you
to revise your game performance, including the ranks,
the win rates, and the most played champions.

Step Four:
The Pekka Credit Score system is made for you to track
your recent performance and behaviors in the game. The
toxic behaviors will cause a decline in your credit
score, and positive attitudes will increase it.

Step Five:
By analysis your game data, the system will offer you
different Tags.

Step Six:
Based on your Tags, Pekka will show whether you are
Leadership or a Self-Organizing type player, and it
will match up the most suitable players for you.

Step Seven:
In the game, when you are talking in a toxic way,
Pekka will show your teammates’ hurt or sad emotions
with the notification of your decreased Pekka Credit
Score, depending on your words. If you are, instead,
encouraging your teammates, it will show your teammates’ cheerful faces with the increased Pekka Credit
Scores.

Step Eight:
After the game, if you have a good time with your
teammates, there is an option for you to save the
team, but the team only can be saved when all are in
agreement. Your teammates also can honor or report you
after each game, which will influence your Pekka Credit
Score as well.

Step Nine:
By earning the Pekka Credit Score, it rewards you with
the different items that can be used to decorate your
character.

Step Ten:
The low Pekka Credit Score players are prohibited from
matching up with good behavior players until they
change their toxic attitudes. Also, “Dark Rewards”
encourage extremely toxic gamers to stay in this
community - but they can only play with one another.

Conclusion

The current game situation is mixed, with
different types of players together, and the
matchup system in games is chaotic. Some game
experiences become defined, more or less, by skill
rates, meaning directly related and correlated to
your skills, which means that the players’ win
rates can extremely rely on their worst teammates’ performances. Faker, one of the world’s
best League of Legends (LOL) professional player,
complained that the LOL became a such weird game
because it more depended on who you matched up
with, and that match would determine that whether
you can win or lose the game. He said to all his
audiences when he was streaming, “Please never
match up to me with the players in diamond rank
if there is a RIOT officer who watches his
stream.”
There is a similar situation in many other
games, in which the players’ game experiences are
more reliant on the other terrible players’
performance. It is such an unfair thing, that for
people who want to win the game and earn the
achievement of biting and eliminating enemies to
also have to tolerate toxic gamers in their team.
By reorganizing the different groups of gamers,
Pekka offers players access to find their groups
by separate tags and Pekka Credits Scores. It
might not be the best solution for toxic gamers,
but it helps the people who want to win the game
and also enjoy the game to avoid meeting with the
really toxic players.

I tested Pekka with different players, who said
the emojis increased interactions with their
teammates, and that this gesture helped them to
recognize the importance of others’ feelings and
beliefs. They experience a little surprise when
their teammate’s faces pop out on the screen, and
they were extremely excited about what other
emojis might show up in the next instance, in
response to their words.
Pekka is not only a shelter for good players. It
is also a community for toxic players. Some
players just want to be mean to others in the
game and enjoy having a catharsis of their negative emotions. Pekka allows them to match up
together and to be toxic to others in their team.
It is more like a dark side of the game community, and they can all find similar people here.
The enjoyment becomes less about winning the
game, but more about expressing themselves when
they are abusing each other.
Pekka is not only a game social network software,
but a better city to contain both sides of
players. By reorganizing the groups of players,
they can play games in their ways in different
groups that are better suited to them. In the
future, this system will help players to enjoy
playing games in the precise way they want to
enjoy them.
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